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Analog in-circuit program generator (APG) technology has
improved to a state where the quality of tests written by
APGs can hardly be met by tests written by humans [Crook
90]. One of the best examples of high-quality APGs can be
found in Hewlett Packard's HP 3070 board tester.
The primary reason why automatically generated tests are
non-optimal is that the input to the APG, the data that
describes the board under test, contains inaccuracies. We
propose a new debug methodology for tests, in which the
root cause for tests that fail during debug is diagnosed and
repaired.
In order to aid the test developer and to cut debug time we
have developed a debug environment that supports this
An expert system, named ROSALIND,
methodology.
analyses the results of a debug testplan and is able to take
additional measurements on the testhead in order to
diagnose failing tests.

A research prototype has been implemented and tested. It
cuts diagnosis time, facilitates higher test qualities and
makes the implementation of revision changes to the board
under test much easier.
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Abstract

tests and the fixture and to determine if the "known
good boards" are indeed fault free. Debug is also the
area wbere the test development engineer bas to use
all his skill and expertise to find ways to make failing
tests work. Moreover debug is the area, being at the
end of the test development process, wbere the test
developer is usually working UDder time pressure to
get production testing started.

Analog in-circuit program generator (APG) technology has improved to a state where the quality of tests
written by APGs can hardly be met by tests written
by humans [Crook 90]. One o(the best examples of
high-quality APGs can be found in Hewlett-Packard's HP 3070 board tester.

As a collaboration between Hewlett-Packard Labo-

The primary reason why automatically generated
tests are non-optimal is that the input to the APG, the
da1a that describes the board under test, contains
ioaccuracies. It requires a long debug process to
eateb these inaccuracies. We propose a new debug
methodology for tests, in which the root cause for
tests that fail during debug is diagnosed and repaired.

ratories Bristol research project specialising in diagnostic problt'ms [Allred et al. 91], [Esbghi&Preist
92], [Preist&Esbgbi 92] and Hewlett-Packard Manufacturing Test Division, the developer of the HP.
3065 and HP 3070families of board testers we identified an opportunity to help the test developer duriog
analog in-circuit debug, to further improve the quality of the tests and cut time in test development
Together we analysed the problem and formulated
the new debug methodology combined with the
expert system solution as presented here.

In order to aid the test developer and to cut debug
time we have developed a debug environment that
supports this methodology. An expert system, named
ROSALIND, analyses the results of a debug testplan
and is able to take additional measurements on the
testhead in order to diagnose failing tests.

2 Analog In-Circuit Program
Generator Technology

A research prototype bas been implemented and
tested. It cuts diagnosis time, facilitates higher test
qualities and makes the implementation of revision
changes to the board under test mucb easier.

Creating highly disaiminative tests that take minimal time to run on theboard is the essence of developing high-quality electronic manufacturing tests.
For instance, setting the appropriate test limits for an
analog unpowered test is a difficult task but of crucial importance to the quality of the test

1 Introduction
A key area in the test development process of electronic manufacturing tests is the area of debug. This
is the first time where all the pieces that have been
constructed during test development are fitted
together and tested on a real board. Debug is the first
opportunity to get real feedback on the quality of the

Analog in-circuit program generator (APG) technology is now so advanced that tests generated by modem APGs are almost impossible to matcb by test
programs written manually [Crook 9O],[Crook 79].
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To illustrale this, we briefly desaibe the capabilities
of the analog program geaerator of the HP 3070
board tester.

when the CAD system is no longer used.
Most test development methodologies put a lot of
emphasis on geuing the data right before the test
generators are invoked. But, errors will slip through,
fixtures will DOt always be built error-free md the
need for debug will continue to exist

For generation of the test the HP 3070 APG uses full
nodal network simulation of the device under test
(DUT) and its relevant environment on the board.
The nodal network simulation also includes a
detailed simulation of the tester itself. Other features
of the HP 3070 APG include:
.

Problems in the current practice
Test development, as mostly practised today, is a linear process: get the data that describes the board
under test; run APG; build a fixture; debug the test
suite. Debugging a test suite usually involves running the tests on a "known good board" and fixing
the tests that fail on the this board. The place of
debug in the test development process as used today
is pictured in figure 1.

• Simulation of effects of other devices on the
measurement of the DtIT;
• Full simulation of advanced test options, such as
enhancement (the tester model has 378 model
primitives);
• Full simulation of automatic calibrariOll OIl the
tester 8(XXXDmodating various temperature
ranges, and autwlalic calibration temperatures;
• Full simulation of hardware limits and error
conditions;
• Statistically based error simulation;

boarddescription
(topology, parts,~ysical dimensions)

+

automatic 1est pt'99ramgeneration

• MOIlteCarlo analysis of different testers operating al different temperatures 10 ensure test portability.
All tests are generated 10 adhere 10 a user defined test
strategy, which defines for each compooeot the accuracy 10 whicb the component has to be tested and the
time that the test is allowed to take.
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We believe that for our research the HP 3070 is the
best platform available, because of its Stale of the art
analog program generator. Its high-quality APG is a
prerequisite for the new debug methodology.

Figure 1. the current debug process
Debug is one of the steps in this linear process. The
test developers goal is 10 fix the failing tests. This
either involves finding and repairing the physical
fault (i.e a fault in the fixture) or fixing the test

3 Debugging the Test Suite

Debugging analog in-cin:uit tests is a highly skilful
job. The situation can be compared to the process
control of a complex plant in case the automatic
machinery (APG teelmology) breaks down, manual
iDterventioo is called for. It is DOt surprising that
debugging analog in-circuit tests is a time CODSumiDg Wk. We found averages of one 8Dd a balf hour
per failing test for experienced test developers. We
also found th8l most test developers are mainly concerned with getting ~ test 10 pass on the "known
good board". They often work under a lot of time
pressure and are therefore not primarily interested in
the cause of the failure. Their mode of work usually
is to try out cbanges 10 Ibe test th8l bave worked in
the past, evalU8lC the effect of these changes and
choose the cbange tb8l is considered best

Is debug still needed?
One might ask the question, given the high quality of
the tests that can be generated by good APGs these
days "why is debug still needed?", However, errorfree tests can only be achieved in the case that the
iDput data given to the APG gives a correct description of the board under test With megabytes of data
that are needed to describe the board uoder test md
boards going through revisions there are bound to be

some errors.
Within the tester all component details are represented and so are the electtical topOlogy aDd the
physical dimensions of the board. Although most of
this data is taken from CAD systems nowadays, it
does not mean tb8l the data is fault-free. For example, in practice, because of concurrent design, the
CAD data thal is loaded onto the tester is often of an
earlier release than the real board. Also, not all component data, e.g. tolerances, are critical during design
and are often not decided on until1ater in the process,

If we relate this practice to the fault spectrum that
occurs during debug, which is given in table I, we
see tb8l in 80% of the cases, wbere iDput data is the
failure cause, the root problem of the failing test is
not removed.
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Table 1. the fault spectrum of debug of
analog 1rH:lrcult tests1

.~
80%

support the different roles tba1 debug takes in the test
development process. As will be clear from the
above, to get the highest quality test suite tba1 can be
maintained through revision changes of the board it
is best to rely on APG technology and make sure that
the input data for the APG is correct.

rootcause for failing test
board description input data
deficiencies

15%

pbysic:al poblems(-1ixture
problems)

S%

complex topologies or unusual alIDpoocots

The debug environment will be supporting a feedback loop to correct the board description (see figure
2). This involves a way to locate the faulty data that
caused the test to fail, a way to modify the board
description and rerun APG on the corrected data. As
board desaiption data is the problem the fixture does
not have to be cbanged2•

Besides the serious problems of debug time and test
quality described above, this situation gives rise to
another set of problems:

.board description
(topology,parts.~ysical dimensions)

.....................•

• The faulty data will in many cases also be used
to generate other tests, wbich may not have
failed during debug. These tests will be non-optimal.
• The root cause of the problem is not removed
and this means that every lime APG is invoked
again the faulty board description data is reused.
This last issue can cause serious problems. Often the
board under tests goes through a number of revisions,
for which the changes need to be reflected in the test
procedure. This means APG will be invoked for
components in a changed topology and this can cause
the same debug problems to reappear.

....
..

automatic testPf99ram generation
fixture construction
.

.

:DEBUG~~~~

test boards
Figure 2. the new debugerepalr process
for board description errors

Diagnosing the Root Cause
In order to correct the board data, if that is the problem, one needs to know the root failure cause of a
failing test This means 1bat the diagnosis of the root
cause of failing tests becomes an important task in
the debug process.

The role of debug
Depending on ones perspective tba1 is taken debug

can have different roles:
• The overall role of test development is "to get a
fast and high-quality test suite" and debug
should playa facilitatingrole towards that goal.
• For a test developer under' time pressure this can
be ttaDs1aled into the short tenn goal of: "a
good-quality test suite in minima]debug time".
• Taking a long-term perspective anotherrequirement becomes important "a test suite tba1 can
easily be maintained through revision changes
of the board under test".
A debug environment should facilitate all these roles.

However, as time is critical for the test developer,
this should DOt give him extra work. In fact one of
the key issues tba1 directed our attention to analog
debug is' fact tba1 it is such a time consuming proc-

ess.
Anotherserious problem seems to be 1batin order to
diagnose the root cause of a failing test one Deeds to
have a thorough undeIslaDding of the analog test theory. For test generation this expenise is given to the
test developers in the APG technology, but for debug
this was not (yet) the case.

A new debug-repair process
The aim for the debug environment will be to get
bigb quality tests as weD as higb quality data and to

I. The fault spectrum is theestimate of experts in HP's
board testermanufacturing division. This fault spectrum is
dependant on the testdevelopment process that is used.

2. In fact this is a constraint tbat is given to APGfor these
incrementalTUns.
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Figure 3. ROSALIND's dataflow

4 Automatic Diagnosis: the
ROSALIND expert system

board description data and the rerun of APG.

For the test developer UDder extreme time pressure
the debug environment will bave aootber option.
Ratber than repairiog the root cause immediately, a
temporary fix to the test can be made. The system will
compose such a fix, whicb is designed as a safe option
to make the test as effective as possible in the shortest
available time. Later, when tbe testing of boards is
already taking place, tbe test developer can I'CQII1l to
these tests and finish the diagnosis aod repair of the
root failure cause.

To overcome tbe two problems of lack of time and
the lack of expertise we have, as part of ~ debug
environment. developed a diagnosis system tbat
encapsuIates the expertise oeeded to diagnose failiDg
tests. This expert system, called ROSALIND [Allport 92] [Loopik et aI. 92], [Loopik 91] collects data
OD the performance of tbe tests, analyses tbat data,
and outputs tbe most likely root cause(s) for tbe tests
tbat fail.
We would like to stress tbat high quality APG teenoology is a crucial compooeot io this process. The
APG should DOt ooIy be capable of geoeraliDg highquality tests, but it should also be capable of higb
speed test generatioo that can be iDvoked io a flexible
way. The HP 3070 board tester provides, witb its
advanced "4th geoeration APG" and "HP IPG Test
Consultant", is the ooIy environment we know of
which fulfils these requirements. Our project did
make use of this plad'orm aod witbout it our researcb
would DOt have beeo possible.

Data Collection and Abstraction
Before the expert system is activated ample data is
collected about tbe behaviour of the board undertest
A special debug tescplan is created, which runs aU
the analog in-circuit tests a fair Dumber of times OD
the "known good board". The fixture-board contact
is cycled a few times during this process. The results
of these tests are logged 00 the tester, These results
are called tbe raw ioitial observatioos which are
abstracted ioto logical statements by ao dataabsuaction module. For example, iDtenniUeot failures,
DOisy test results aDd probe COIltact problems are
identified by this module.

Use Model
The expert system diagnosis is automatic as far as
possible, i.e witbout any ioteraetioo from' the test
developer. His iDvolvement starts wbeo automatic
diagnosis process is fiDisbed aDd tbe system preseots
the results to bim. His task is to accept the diagnosis
suggested as the most likely (or a different oae, be
bas tbe final say). He also bas the optioo to carry out
manual measuremeots to further aid the diagnosis
process. The system presents him a list of useful
measurements and allows him to feed back tbe
results. Next tbe debug environment will allow bim
to initiate tbe automatic repair, i.e the change of the

Hypothesis Generation
The absuaeted initial ObservatiODS are ioput to the
expert system and based on this input it generates for
each failing test a set of root cause bypotheses. To do
this tbe expert system uses a causaI model that predicts observations from root causes. Based 00 tbe
observations the expert system uses abduction
[Cox&Piettzykowski86], [Esbghi&Kowalski89] to
generate the root cause bypotbeses. This means tbat
a root cause bypothesis is, according to tbe causal
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mode, a possible explaDalion for the failing test
result. This is in conll'aSt to most ..tl3ditional" expert
systems, where the expertise is represented as heuristic roles that IiDk hypothesis (as conclusions) to
symptoms (as conditions). Our approach is modelbased (deKleer&WiUiams 87], where the rules
encode a causal model of the consequences (symptoms) of the possible faults (hypotheses). The advantage of this approach are that the causal model is a
more natural represeotalion of the domain, is easier
maintainable and allows additional assumptions in
the reasoning process (like the single fault assumption per failing test) to be made independently.

ments currently implemented are:

• a measurements to test the voltage sensitivity of
the test;
• the'possibility to include different guard nodes;

• the possibility to carry out the test at different
frequencies.

Manual extra measurements
If no further automatic deduction toward the root
causecan be made and still more than one root cause
is possible for a failing test the user can start an interactive session to finish the diagnosis process. The
expert system provides the user with a list of useful
manual measurements, like inspecting a components
value or coooectivity to the board. The user can feed
the results of these measurements back into the system where they will be used to progress the diagnosis process further. Figure 3 captures ROSALIND's
dataflow in a diagram.

Although all possible hypotheses that explain the
failing test are generated ooIy the hypotheses that are
consistent with all observations will last All hypotheses that are iDconsistent with ODe or more of the
other initial observations will be refuted immediately. So, DOt just the observations obtained from the
failing test are taken into consideration but all observations from all over the board. If, for instance, a bad
probe contact is a possible root cause for a certain
test this will remain as a valid root cause hypothesis
if it is consisteDt with the results of all tests that use
this probe.

Example
Assume the simple case of a two-wire resistor measurement The nominal value of the resistor r69 is
4.7k Ohm ± S'II. APG bas generated a two-wire test
with a high limit 4.99 ltObm and a low limit 4.42
ltObm. The average measured value during debug is
4.3 kObm with a standard deviation of 0.3. Based on
this data and the board description the following root
cause hypotheses are generated:

Part of the hypothesis generation process involves a
search through the board description data searcbiDg
for components and topological features that could
explain the failing of the test. The main effort here is
to examine parallel paths in the test setup of the component under test for possible failure causes.

•
•
•
The

Automatic Extra Measurements

Iow_value(r69)
wron~tolerance(r69)

intrinsic_reaistance( u204, vee, node29)
last hypothesis is the result of the network analysis that is carried out OIl the board description data.
It concluded that there could be a leakage path at the
test VOltage in u204 (between node vee and node29)
which could be the cause of this error and can be
modelled as a intrinsic resistance. As the test
involves a two-wire measurement only, more complex failure causes like current splitting or source
loading do not have to be coosidered in this case.

Next the expert system generates a list of additional
measurements that canrun on the board without any
manual intervention and that canpossibly distinguish
between the different root cause hypotheses. All
automatic additional measurements are collected in
an extra measurement testplan and nm in one batch.
The observations of the automatic extra measurements are abstracted into logical star.emeots in a similar way as the initial observations and fed into the
expert system. There they are used either to refute
hypotheses or, if that is not possible, as positive or
negative evidence for the hypotheses. All the above
process is done without any necessary interaction
with the user.

Based on dlese hypothesised root causes observation
results can be prediClCd. ODe of the prediction rules
for instance looks like:
predict(standard_vaJue(T), [true, posable]) <.1
root_C8use( Iow_vaJue(R),

This capability to perform additional measurements
on the testhead completely automatically is a powerful feature of the ROSALIND system. It opens possibilities for advanced measurements on the topologies
of failed tests, which are DOl easily performed by a
test developer both because they are difficult to construet andbecause theinterpretation of their results is
only possible by experts in the field of analog in-circuit test theory. A few examples of such measure-

t~_~e(T,R.resUno~,

no_componenLdirectyJ)arallel(R).
This rule predicts that a test will measure a value out

I. Therules Ire iD Prolog l)'IItal, wbicb meaDS thatvariablesstart with a capitallDd the same variableDame within
a rule sigDifies the same variable.
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of the standard set of resistor values if the bypothesised root cause is a low resistor value and there is no
component directly in parallel with that resistor. As
this is the case this prediction will be made for r69:

Bristol, going through several prototype revisions.
Pan of the development work was the testing of the
system against a extensive database of artificially
constructed test cases. In this testing process we

made use of an existing testhead simulator that we
adapted to simulate faults that we could inject at will.
This way me regression testing could be performed
in a flexibleand controlledmanner without baving to
rely on a board and fixture in which we bad in inject
faults.

• predict(standard_value(U69), [true, possible]).
Cr69 is me test mat tests r69. The observation standard_value returns one of me values true, possible or
false. [true, possible] means that standard_value is
eimer true or possible.
The prediction, including me bypothesis that the prediction is based on, is transferred in me consistency
maintenance module, whicb checks me prediction
wim known observations. As 4.3 kObm is not a value
out of me standard set of resistors and is not close to
such a value (i.e. possible) me observation for standard_value(Cr69) is false. This causes an inconsisteocy with me prediction and results in the refutation
of me bypothesis low_value(r69).

Both ROSALIND and the new debug methodology
have been tested in MID's application centre, a
department that does contract test development work
for internal and external users. These test runs have
been successful and showed the viability of our
approach.
We estimate mat the fuD diagnosis and repair process
for failing tests can be carried out within 15 minutes
per failing test This could give a speed-up of analog
diagnosis of a factor six.

Another prediction rule states that if inttinsic resistance is me root cause and the family type of the
library device suggests a diode like behaviour of the
inttinsic resistance men me test will be voltage sensitive, i.e. if me test is repeated wim a higber voltage
me error in me measured value will be noticeably different

A1tbougb we bave concentrated on the problems in
the debug of analog in-circuit tests, we believe that
our approach is also applicable to other areas, like

digital in-circuit test and fimctional test We believe,
me framework of our approach is general enougb to
capture the diagnosis expertise available in mese

Basedon this rule, the following prediction is geaerated and moved to me consistency maintenance module:

areas.

6 Conclusions

• predict(votage_sensitive(Cr69), true).
This prediction does not yet have an observation
associated with it The voltage sensitive measurement
can be taken automatically and is tberefore requested
as pan of me batcb process to eliminate as many as
possible root cause bypotheses. Assume the test is
indeed voltage sensitive, men me intrinsic_resistance(
u204, vee, node29) root cause bypothesis cannot be
refuted. A1thougb the root cause bypotbesis·wronQ..tolerance(r69) cannot be refuted by any observation it
does not explain the voltage sensitivity of the test and
therefore is regarded as much less probable. In fact
the only root cause bypothesis tbat explain the voltage sensitivity is the intrinsic_resistance( u204, vee,
node29). The system will suggest this bypothesis as
me most probable one.

Wehave developed anew debug approach for analog
in-circuit tests. We see me following benefits of our
new debug methodology and expen system
approacb.
First there are me direct benefits to the test developers and their managers:
• Significant lime savings in fault diagnosis and
repair of analog tests, both for the test developer
and the testhead;
• Overall higber quality tests, both for tests that
fail and pass during debug;
• The test developer is more in ~trol of me debug task;
• Availability of statistics on me ovetall quality
of the test suite;
• The test developer does not have to understand
the details of me underlying analog in-circuit
test meory; and therefore there is a
• Significant decreased learning lime for analog
debug.
Second there are benefits that positively influence
me long-term use of the test suite:

If the user confinns this suggestion me automatic
repair can take place. The intrinsic resistance is added
to me library of the u204 Ie and APG is ran based on
this new board description.

5 Status
The ROSALIND expert system bas been developed
over the past two years as a collaboration between
HP's board test division MID and HP laboratories
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• tbe ovcralJ quality of the model of the board UDder test as represeotcd in the tester will improve;
• Ibe implemcotaDon of mrision changes in die
board (engioeering change orders) will be easi-

er.
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